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Introduction
This is the report, in which we present the activities of the Institute for
Democratic Governance (Globernance), which was created in 2010
as an agent of Science and Technology of the Basque Network of
Science, Technology and Innovation. It was created with the aim of
carrying out top-level research in the field of humanities and social
sciences. Though our research primarily envisages work in the international sphere, we are also at the service of institutions that are closer to us. Through its many research programs, publications and dissemination activities, and through the many cooperation agreements
signed to date, the Institute for Democratic Governance has, in spite
of its youth, already become a space for reflection and the exchange
of knowledge for researchers from all over the world. We wish to begin this report by expressing our gratitude to all those individuals and
public and private institutions that support us. This is by no means the
final report of an institution that has already fulfilled its task; it is merely
the first step in our commitment to the development of science and
research, where the values of democratic co-existence are key, and it
is part of our greater aim to contribute to the renewal of the forms of
government we choose to embrace.

Daniel Innerarity
Director of the Institute
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Juan José Álvarez

Secretary of the Institute
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Our Team
RESEARCH TEAM

1- Daniel Innerarity
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2- Juan José Álvarez
3- Serge Champeau

4- Ignacio Aymerich
5- Nerea Magallón
6- Mikel Cabello
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7- Txetxu Ausín

8- Katerina Yiannibas
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9- Mariola Urrea

10- Sergio García

11- Patricia Vieira
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12- Ander Errasti
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13- Cristina Astier
TECHNICAL TEAM
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14- Luxia Iriondo
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(Technical Secretary )
15- Gemma Torres
(Collaborator)

16- Eduardo Arrieta

(Administration and Management)
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17- Goretti Aldalur
(Press Officer)
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What is ?

Globernance
It is a centre for reflection, research and dissemination of
knowledge on democratic governance.

the Institute for Democratic Governance?

Since 2010

The Institute for Democratic Governance was created in 2010 by a
group of researchers led by Professors Daniel Innerarity and Juan
José Álvarez to investigate, share and disseminate knowledge
about democratic governance, with the aim of offering a greater
understanding of the reality of contemporary society and contributing to innovative forms of government
It carries out numerous research activities, including workshops,
courses and lectures on the many different aspects of the concept
of governance in its political, economic and legal dimensions.
The areas of research include new forms of governance, the regulation of markets, the internal organization of enterprises, administrative reform and the role of law in a global context.
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A priority:
The study of the relationship between state, market,
society
The study of governance implies analysing the complexity of the

triangle formed by the state, the economy and society or, if one
prefers, the intricate set-up of hierarchy, market and networks.
The concept of governance refers to a profound change in social
action and the forms of governance applied by contemporary societies in a context marked by globalization, Europeanization and
interdependence. We are witnessing a transformation of democracies, which are becoming less hierarchical and more and more
obliged to cooperate with each other.
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Partners

The objective: political and social
innovation

Collaborating with institutions and
companies

ding and managing the processes of communi-

and private companies alike

cation and cooperation within a realm occupied

This laboratory of ideas is at the service of so-

by agents whose actions are interrelated and

cial agents, both political and economic, that

interdependent.

demand training and information. This makes

The concept of governance appears today as

our Institute a veritable guidance tool that in-

the possibility of saving political power from in-

forms strategies and areas of work and com-

effectiveness and insignificance, of giving new

mitment.

meaning to politics and of effecting a deep trans-

To this end, our Institute vouches for networ-

formation of it.

king and collaboration with many different ins-

The challenge of governance lies in understan-

Globernance is funded by public institutions

titutions.
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Who are we?
Founders of the Institute/Board Members
• Daniel Innerarity. Director of the Institute

Professor of Political and Social Philosophy and Ikerbasque researcher at
the University of the Basque Country (UPV/ EHU). His work mainly focuses
on the cultural and political transformations of technological societies, on
innovation of our systems of government, on democracy and on globalization. A visiting Professor at various European and American universities,
he is, currently, Appointed Visiting Professor at the London School of Economics and Political Science.

• Juan José Álvarez. Secretary of the Institute

Professor of Private International Law at the University of the Basque
Country (UPV/ EHU) and Board Member and Legal Advisor to the Cuatrecasas Legal Firm. Independent expert appointed by the European Commission for the areas of Freedom, Security and Justice and Academic Coordinator of the Spanish-French, cross-border legal Observatory. He has
done extensive research work on maritime law, international commercial
law, inter-regional law and international commercial arbitration.

Research
• Serge Champeau.

Professor of Philosophy in Bordeaux. Specialist in Contemporary Political Philosophy and translator. Author of Borges et la métaphysique (Vrin,
1990) and Ontologie et Poésie, trois études sur les limites du langage
(Vrin, 1995) as well as regular contributor to the magazines Commentaire,
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”A group of researchers who got together in January 2010 with the
aim of promoting research on democratic governance, with a sharp
eye on the current socio-political context, which must be properly
grasped and looked upon as the acute confluence of global society
and knowledge based society”.

Cités, Archives de Philosophie, Revue Philosophique de Louvain, Raison
Publique. He has translated the works of several political academics into
French and into English.

• Ignacio Aymerich.

PhD in Philosophy, PhD in Law and Director of Human Rights Effectiveness Research Center. Research Fellow of the International Institute for
the Sociology of Law (IISL) in Oñati (Gipuzkoa, Spain) and former United
Nations consultant on human rights indicators.

• Nerea Magallón.

Lecturer in International Private Law at the Universidad de Deusto. Has
also lectured at Universidad del País Vasco (UPV/EHU) and at Universidad de Santiago de Compostela. She was awarded an “Extraordinary
Prize” by the UPV/EHU for his PhD thesis. She has taken part in several
regional, national and European research projects, the last-mentioned
financed by the European Commission’s DG Justice.

• Txetxu Ausín.

Tenured Scientist and Chair of the Unit of Applied Ethics at Spanish National Research Council (CSIC), Madrid. He received his Ph.D. in Philosophy and First Prize of the year from the University of the Basque Country
in 2000. His focuses are deontologic, bioethics, ethics of communication
and good government, and human rights. He is Editor of the web and journal about Applied Ethics DILEMATA and Main Researcher of KONTUZ!:
Project about precautionary principle (FFI2011-24414).

• Mikel Cabello.

Consultant in Governance and Management Systems and postgraduate
in election campaign management. Completed his education in governance and participation systems with programmes on political marketing
and management, Management Skills of the General Governance of the
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Autonomous Community of the Basque Country and its regional
bodies, and Political Management of Change Projects given at the
George Washington University.

• Katerina Yiannibas.

Professor of Public and Private International Law at Deusto University. Project Manager of a Globernance-lead research consortium,
“Business & Human Rights Challenges for Cross Border Litigation
in the European Union”, awarded funding by the European Commission Civil Justice Programme. Primary area of research is international conflict resolution; in particular, the alternative methods of
conflict resolution, arbitration, mediation, conciliation and negotiation.

• Mariola Urrea

Professor of Public International Law and European Law as well as
Director of the European Documentation Centre at the University
of La Rioja. She is the author of several scientific papers on the following lines of research: The Reinforced Cooperation Clause in the
European Union as a «differentiated integration» method; The Reforms systems of Treaties and the right of withdrawal from the European Union states; the participation of regions in the process of
decision-making in the European Union; the Basque Fiscal System
and its compatibility regarding the State Aid System; the Security
and Defence Policy in the European Union and the European Agency for the Management of Operational Cooperation at the External
Borders of the Member States of the European Union (FRONTEX).

• Sergio García.

PhD in sociology, Master in sociology and Postgraduate in education and social development. Researcher of different groups like

“Social Change” of the Public University of Navarra and the
Institute for the Effectiveness of Human Rights in the Jame
I University. Among his areas of research lies the collective
security system of the United Nations, the Palestinian-Israeli
conflict, the legitimatizing strategies of Al-Qaeda, social and
economic development, sociology of religion and the development of indicators about the effectiveness of human rights.

• Patricia Vieira.

Associate Professor of Literature and Film at Georgetown
University (USA). Her research focuses on the intersection
between literature, film and the arts, politics and philosophy.
She is the author of Seeing Politics Otherwise: Vision in Latin
American and Iberian Fiction (Toronto: UTP, 2011) and Portuguese Film 1930-1960: The Staging of the New State Regime
(New York and London: Bloomsbury, 2013); and co-editor of
Existential Utopia: New Perspectives on Utopia Thought (New
York and London: Continuum, 2013).

• Ander Errasti.

BA in Philosophy and Bussiness Administration Diploma in
Universitat de Barcelona, MA in Political Philosophy in Universitat Pompeu Fabra. Currently PhD in Humanities – Ethics and
Political Philosophy – in Universitat Pompeu i Fabra.

• Cristina Astier.

She holds a degree in philosophy from Universitat de Barcelona (UB) and a Master’s in Political Philosophy from Universitat
Pompeu Fabra (UPF). She is a PhD candidate in the Philosophy of Law Department at Universitat Pompeu Fabra. She is
working on a thesis entitled: Legitimate International Authority:
Cooperation for Global Justice.

Advisory Council
Ulrich Beck (München Universität, London School of Economics)
Alegría Borrás (Universidad de Barcelona)
Susan Buck-Morrs (New School for Social Research, New York)
Edgar Grande (München Universität)
Montserrat Guibernau (Queen Mary University, London)
Araceli Mangas (Universidad de Salamanca)
Candido Mendes de Almeida (Academia de la Latinidad, Río de Janeiro)
Elena Pulcini (Università di Firenze)
Javier Solana (ESADE, Barcelona)
Alain Touraine (Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, Paris)
Amelia Valcarcel (UNED, Consejo de Estado)
Gianni Vattimo (Universitá di Torino)
Michel Wieviorka (Maison des Sciences de I’Homme, Paris)
Michael Zürn (Wissenschafszentrum Berlin für Sozialforschung)
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Our national and international network
Our national and international network consists of academies, schools, foundations, teaching centers, and
journals with which we collaborate in research activities
and for the purpose of knowledge dissemination.
1 Academia de la Latinidad (Rio de Janeiro)

12 Hertie School of Governance (Berlin)

2 Asociación Comunicación Política (ACOP) (Madrid)

13 Innobasque (Zamudio)

3 CREUM, Centre de Recherche en Étique de l’Universite de

14 Jean Monnet Centre for European Studies (CEuS)

Montreal (Montreal)
4 Dissent Magazine
5 ESADEgeo (Barcelona, Madrid, Buenos Aires)
6 European University Institute of Florence (Florence)
7 Fondation Maison des Sciences de I’Homme (Paris)
8 Fundação Eugénio de Almeida (Evora)
9 Fundación Desarrollo de Ciencias y Métodos de Gobierno
(CiGob) (Buenos Aires)
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15 La vie des idées (Paris)
16 Münchener Centrum für Governance-Forschung (Munich)
17 Notre Europe (Paris)
18 Policy Network (London)
19 Raison Publique (Paris)
20 Sens Public
21 Telos

10 Global Glovernance Programme

22 Vox (London)

11 Graduate School of Political Management (GWU)

23 Wissenschaftszentrum für Sozialforschung (Berlin)
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7areas
research
1

Democratic Governance
2

Global Governance
3

European Governance
4

Local Governance
5

Energy and Environment
Governance
6

Knowledge and
Technology Governance
7

Human Rights
Governance
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Our activities to date
Globernance activities carried out as an organizer
- Research on global governance in regional networks for innovation and the competitiveness of
businesses.
- Seminar: Governing the Global Risks.
- Seminar: Participation and Communication in the
new European Governance.
- Opening of the series of debates on: “European colour”.
- Seminar: International governance of climate
change and energy. Opportunities for the Basque
economy.
- International conference: Human rights as a hallmark of European policies.
- UPV/EHU summer course: Migration policies in
Europe: European and global citizenship.
- Conference: Introduction to Democratic Governance.
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- Ulrich Beck & Elisabeth Beck-Gernsheim Workshop: Forms of life in the global era.
- International conference: Internet and the future of
democracy.
- Dialogues for the quality of democracy.
- The Civic Constellation Seminar. History and Politics of Citizenship.
- Training course on municipal governance and citizen participation for EUDEL.
- Training course on Introduction to citizen participation for the Provincial Council of Bizkaia.
- International Congress on the Politics of Memory:
an ethic of the never again.
- International Congress on international protection
of fundamental rights: public and private sphere.
- Training course on the removal of barriers to the
citizen participation for the Provincial Council of
Bizkaia.
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- Presentation of the Manifesto for a Global
Democracy.

Global governance: cooperation and conflict in the global economic system

- XIIth AEISAD Congress: “Social responsibility. Ethics and sport”

- UPV/EHU summer course: Debate on the
international protection of the European
Union’s financial interests.

- Presentation of the Conference: XVII Week
of Ethics and Political Philosophy: we, and
the others

- Assessment criteria of the transfer to society
of the social, legal and human sciences.

- International Conference: Europe after the
euro crisis: legitimacy, democracy and justice.

- Lecture by Ulrich Beck: What kind of Europe do we want? The current crisis is not
a debt crisis. These debts are the expression and consequence of a political crisis

- Academic conference IVAP: The ethical renovation of politics. New codes, practices
and experiences.
- Lecture by Artemy Magun: Revolution and
Melancholia.
- II International Conference. International
protection of the Fundamental Rights. Public and private perspectives.

Globernance activities carried out as in
collaboration with other entities
- UPV/EHU summer course: EUROPE IN THE
21st CENTURY: TO BE OR NOT TO BE
- International Digital Citizenship conference:
WE-GOVERNMENT.
- XIII Conference on the World Economy.

- Workshop: Social pact for immigration in
Euskadi
- CCEESS 2012 Meeting. Civil society participation in economic and social politics:
Validity and future perspectives
- Digital citizenship Congress. Learning to
unlearn
- Students visit of the Monterrey Institute of
Technology within the course “The Cities
of the Future: from strategic planning to
urban governance”
- International Law Courses and International Relations Courses in Vitoria-Gasteiz
- Alain Touraine: Are there players capable
of opposing themselves to the consequences of the crisis in Europe?

- VIII Symposium ‘The legal reason: the predictability of outcomes. Philosophical and
legal aspects
- Congreso Sociedad Española Leibniz “Get
to know, discuss and transform”.

- 250 anniversary of the Plan of a Society
for Gipuzkoa.
Projects
- Diagnostic report for the promotion of the
citizen participation in the Provincial Council
of Bizkaia.
- Decalogue for the political renovation
- Basque Score Card
- Basque sport federations: legal feasibility
- Collaboration with the KONTUZ! Project:
The limits of the precautionary principle
in the contemporaneous ethical and legal
practice (MINECO FFI2011-24414)
13
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What do we do?
Globernance
activities as
organizer

Research on global governance in regional networks for innovation and the competitiveness of
businesses

Orkestra, in collaboration with Globernance, did further research

Date: June 9-11, 2010

as spaces for reflection and learning that bring together agents

The first scientific paper by Miren Estensoro and Miren Larrea
stemming from this research work was presented at the EUNIP
(European Network on Industrial Policy) Congress in Reus.

of competitiveness from each territorial field and which have, in
varying degrees, the mechanisms necessary for the implementa-

Date: October 14-15, 2010
The second paper entitled “Regional Innovation Policy Bottom Up:
The Role of Proximity Networks and the Engaged Research” was
presented at the 5th International Seminar on Regional Innovation
Policies in Grimstad, Norway. It was written by Mari Jose Aranguren and Miren Larrea, researchers at Orkestra.
Research work done by Orkestra and Globernance, in collaboration with the Government of Spain (Ministry of Science and Innovation).
14

The Institute for Democratic Governance was established in
September 2010. Throughout that year, as initial work, the project
“Governance in the knowledge-based Society” was launched. To
this end, several activities that are also contemplated therein were
organised.

on territorial networks for innovation and competitiveness. Networks based on public-private partnerships that are designed

tion their reflections. This work has broached the issue of governance from two different perspectives:
(1) territorial networks for innovation and competitiveness;
(2) the policy changes required in the new modes of governance.

Seminar: Governing the Global Risks
Date: October 6 – 7, 2010

Venue: House of Peace and Human Rights. San Sebastián
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Organized by: Globernance and Orkestra – Basque
Institute of Competitiveness
This seminar was directed by Daniel Innerarity and 14
speakers of different nationalities participated, among
them Javier Solana, President of the Center for Global
Economy and Geopolitics at ESADE. The aim was to
reflect upon future global risks of various kinds (climate
change, security threats, food and health problems,
financial crisis, etc.) that affect the political agenda in
each country
One of the main conclusions was that to prevent global
risks it is necessary to devise new political strategies
aimed at anticipating such risks. The speakers noted
that the current economic crisis shows that modern
societies do not have the right tools to prevent and
manage the sistemic risks and irrational linkages of
our actions
THE PRESS SAID:
• El País, 7-10-10

“Solana radiografía la política global” [Solana takes
a critical look at global politics]

• Noticias de Gipuzkoa, 7-10-10

“Solana se compromete a apoyar Donostia 2016”
[Solana pledges support for Donostia 2016]

• El Diario Vasco, 7-10-10

dimension of participation and communication within the Eu-

Javier Solana: “Creo que los problemas los deberían

ropean Union and the factors that are key to overcoming the

to solve their own problems]

well as new communication resources to allow for meaningful

arreglar entre vascos” [I think it’s up to the Basques
• MORE INFORMATION ON WEBSITES

http://www.20minutos.es/noticia/835469/0/

indifference of citizens towards the community project, as
communication between Europe and its citizens
THE PRESS SAID:
• RTVE, 10-12-10

Seminar: Participation and Communication in the new European Governance
Date: December 1 – 2, 2010

Venue: House of Peace and Human Rights (San Sebastián)
Organized by: Globernance

This seminar was directed by Susana del Rio and it
brought together researchers and institutional representatives to discuss the reasons for the lack of interest of citizens in the European Community project and to attempt
to define elements that can help overcome the concerns,
doubts and uncertainties facing the European Union in
the wake of the institutional crisis arising out of economic
governance and the crisis of the euro.
The purpose of the seminar was to analyze the double

Interview with Susana del Río in the programme “Europa
2010”

• El Mundo, 1-12-10

Jaume Duch: “Los medios españoles, de los que más se
preocupan por la UE” [The Spanish media among those
that devote the most time and space to the UE]

News in blogs and European Webs
http://lacomunidad.elpais.com/euroblog/2010/11/30/participacion-y-comunicacion-la-nueva-gobernanza-europea
http://aragonparticipa.aragon.es/index.php?option=com_
ac
tualidad&Itemid=64&task=showDetails&id=1043&image=
news_header.jpg&catid=36
http://www.eurolocal-cas.com/?p=4443
http://ec.europa.eu/spain/novedades/agenda/globernanceconferencia_es.htm
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http://www.presseurop.eu/es/content/blog/423481-comunicacion-europea-debate
http://www.loseuros.eu/PARTICIPACION-Y-COMUNICACIONEN-LA,4305.html?lang=fr
http://lacomunidad.elpais.com/euroblog/2010/11/17/participacion-y-comunicacion-la-nueva-gobernanza-europea
http://ecodiario.eleconomista.es/espana/noticias/2643603/11/10/Expertos-debaten-en-la-Casa-de-laPazde-San-Sebastian-sobre-participacion-y-comunicacion-enlanueva-Gobernanza-europea.html
http://encarnahernandez.wordpress.com/2010/11/17/participacion-y-comunicacion-en-la-nueva-gobernanza-europea/
http://encarnahernandez.wordpress.com/2010/11/17/participacion-y-comunicacion-en-la-nueva-gobernanza-europea/
http://www.ciudadanomorante.eu/2010/12/participacion-ycomunicacion-en-la_04.html
http://www.gutierrez-rubi.es/2010/12/02/seminario-participacion-y-comunicacion-en-la-nueva-gobernanza-europea/
http://evaeneuropa.blogspot.com/2010/11/seminario-sobreparticipacion-y.html
http://www.movimientoeuropeo.org/area-prensa/agenda_ver.
php?id=59

Organized by: Globernance and STM
Susana del Río is behind the creative idea and is also the Academic Director of this project. “European Colour” is a series of
debates within a line of work developed in conjunction with the
San Telmo Museum, in San Sebastian. The first debate entitled
“European Parliament: connection with citizens and transparency”
was attended by Jaume Duch, spokesman of the European Parliament and media director. It was an event in which participants
reflected upon how to make the idea of Europe interesting to the
public, how to earn legitimacy and the role of the media in projecting the concept of Europe.
In addition, several bloggers shared their projects and discussed
the level of information saturation that exists today and the consequences of it.

THE PRESS SAID:
• Gara, 18-5-11

“Un ciclo de colores para que Europa, además de interesada, sea

Opening of the series of debates on: “European colour”
Date: May 17, 2011

Venue: San Telmo Museum (STM)
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interesante” [A cycle of colours that not only is of interest to Europe
but also makes Europe sound interesting]
• Onda Vasca 17-5-11
Interview with Susana del Río
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Seminar: International governance of climate change and energy. Opportunities for
the Basque economy
Date: June 3, 2011

Venue: Aiete Cultural Centre (San Sebastián)
Organized by: Globernance

ahora barata” [Cleaner energy can not now be cheap]

MORE INFORMATION ON WEBS

• http: / /www. finanzas .com/not icias /econo-

mia/2011-06-03/496566_expertos-debaten-sebastian-sobre-oportunidades.html

Directed by Antxon Olabe (Naider) and Demetrio Loperena, the seminar was intended to reflect upon the problem
of energy transition and climate change, as well as identify
the challenges to business and the technological fabric of
the Basque Country.
Mr. Xabier Garmendia, Vice-Minister for Innovation and
Energy (The Basque Government) opened the seminar.
The event was attended by 12 speakers, all of them national experts
THE PRESS SAID:

• El Diario Vasco, 4-6-11

“La apuesta por el coche eléctrico sitúa a Euskadi en

la vanguardia de su desarrollo”. [Euskadi vouches for
electric cars and pioneers its development.]

• El País, 5-6-11

Eloy Álvarez: “Una energía más limpia no puede ser

International conference: Human rights as
a hallmark of European policies
Date: June 8-9-10, 2011

Venue: House of Peace and Human Rights (San Sebastián)
Organized by: Globernance

In collaboration with: The Human Rights Effectiveness Research Centre HURIERC (one of twelve research groups involved in the HURI-AGE project, led
by Prof. Gregorio Peces-Barba and coordinated by
The Bartolomé de las Casas Human Rights Institute of
the Universidad Carlos III, Madrid).
Led by researcher Ignacio Aymerich, the objective of the
Conference was to evaluate the public policies espoused
by European countries from the second half of the 20th
century to today, in order to determine whether human
rights is an element that can be said to be distinctive of
European on the international scene.

With this aim, the primary theme of the congress was formulated around three points of focus: linking cooperation
policies to the development of human rights; the responsibility of states and European companies in the promotion
of human rights; and the guarantee of social rights as a
European differential factor.
The Minister for Public Administration and Justice (The
Basque Government) Mrs. Idoia Mendia, opened this international meeting. A book containing all the papers will be
published. The event was attended by 19 experts/speakers
of different nationalities.
The debate could also be followed via Internet.
THE PRESS SAID:

• El Diario Vasco, 8-6-11
“Impulsan una iniciativa legislativa para vincular la acción exterior de los países europeos con los derechos
humanos” [Legislative initiative to link external action of
European countries with human rights]
• El Diario Vasco, 9-6-11
“A Jorge Semprún le hacía ilusión visitar la Casa de la
Paz de Aiete” [“Jorge Semprun would have loved to visit the Aiete House of Peace]
• El Diario Vasco, 9-6-11
“Ayuda exterior libre de sospechas” [External aid free of
suspicion]
• El Diario Vasco, 11-6-11
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“La crisis se utiliza para retroceder en derechos” [Crisis being
used to cut back on rights]
MÁS INFORMACIÓN EN WEBS// MORE INFORMATION ON
WEBS
• Eitb.com, 8-6-2011
“Mendia cuestiona la existencia de políticas sobre DDHH en
Europa” [Mendia questions existence of human rights policies
in Europe]

UPV/EHU Summer course: Migration policies in
Europe: European and global citizenship.
Date: August 22-23, 2011

Venue: House of Peace and Human Rights, STM (San Sebastián)

Organized by: UPV/ EHU Summer courses, San Telmo Museum, San
Sebastian City Council and Globernance
Directed by Globernance researcher Susana del Río, the goal of
this course was to analyze the integration and mobility of migrants,
intercultural coexistence, diversity, pluralism, the notion of European
citizenship and the complementarity of citizenship, the rise of the
radical right in Europe and to propose fresh ideas on European integration. It was closed by the Minister for Social Affairs of the Basque
Government, Mrs. Gemma Zabaleta.
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THE PRESS SAID:
• El Diario Vasco, 23-8-11

Xabier Aierdi: “Europa no podría vivir sin la aportación de los

inmigrantes” [Europe would not be able to live without the
contribution of immigrants]

• Noticias de Gipuzkoa, 24-8-11

Montserrat Guibernau: “La crisis económica ha radicalizado la
postura de personas de clase trabajadora ante la inmigración”

[The economic crisis has radicalized the perception working
class people have of immigration]

• Noticias de Gipuzkoa, 24-8-11

“El Gobierno Vasco impulsará en octubre un gran Pacto Social para la Inmigración” [Basque Government to push for big
Social Pact for Immigration]

• El Diario Vasco, 24-8-11

“El Gobierno Vasco propone un pacto social contra la amenaza del racismo”[Basque government proposes social pact
against threat of racism”]

• Gara, 24-8-11

“Lakua anuncia un “gran” Pacto Social por la Inmigración y lo
centra en los medios” [Lakua announces “major” Social Pact
for Immigration and focused on media]
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• El País, 24-8-11

“Asuntos Sociales lanzará en octubre el Pacto Social

por la Inmigración” [Social Affairs to launch Social
Pact for Immigration in October”]

• El Mundo, 24-8-11

“El Gobierno Vasco pondrá en marcha un gran Pacto
Social para la Inmigración” [Basque Government to
launch major social pact for Immigration]

MÁS INFORMACIÓN EN WEBS// MORE INFORMATION ON WEBSITES
• Eitb.com, 8-6-2011

“Mendia cuestiona la existencia de políticas sobre
DDHH en Europa” [Mendia questions the existence of
human rights policies in Europe]]

Conference:
Governance

Introduction to Democratic

Date: October 6, 2011

Venue: House of Peace and Human Rights, STM (San
Sebastián)

Organized by: Globernance and ACOP (Political
Communication Association)
Directed by Mikel Cabello, the goal of the conference
was to inform about Political Governance, its foundations and the future and immediate challenges that lie
ahead, both globally and in our immediate environment.
Among the participants were Andoni Aldekoa, Director
of the Office of the Mayor of Bilbao Mr. Iñaki Azcuna,
and Chris Arterton, former Dean of the Graduate School
of Political Management at The George Washington
University.
The one-day encounter unfolded as a journey from the
theoretical analysis necessary for the understanding of
the general conceptual framework, to the detailed explanation of a model of practical governance implemented. The situation of the European political project was
also analyzed, as were the international training experiences based in the U.S.
THE PRESS SAID:
• Noticias de Gipuzkoa,10-10-2011
Chris Arterton: “Obama ha perdido mucha popularidad, pero es que los ciudadanos ven peor a los
republicanos”.[Obama has lost much popularity,
but citizens have worse opinion of Republicans]

Ulrich Beck & Elisabeth Beck-Gernsheim Workshop: Forms of life in the global era
Date: December 2, 2011

Venue: Auditorium of the Carlos Santamaría Centre (UPV/
EHU), in San Sebastián
Organized by: Globernance

Prestigious German sociologist Ulrich Beck, author of concepts
such as “risk society” and “second modernity”, and sociologist
Elisabeth Beck-Gernsheim were in San Sebastian on the invitation of the Institute for Democratic Governance-Globernance to
discuss the transformation of traditional families in the global era
and its consequences. In the auditorium of the Carlos Santamaría Centre, they referred to the effect that labor mobility is having
on affective relationships, the consequences that the European
economic crisis is having on families, cosmopolitanism and labor
migration.

THE PRESS SAID:
• El País, 6-12-11
“Huevos revueltos”, by Eduardo Uriarte. [Scrambled eggs]
• Público, 3-12-11
Ulrich Beck: Este capitalismo no da respuestas a la crisis”
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[This type of capitalism offers no answer to the crisis]
• Gara, 3-12-11
Ulrich Beck: “Para salir de la crisis, la Unión Europea debe
construirse desde abajo” [To overcome the crisis, the EU must
be constructed from below]
• El Diario Vasco, 1-12-11
Ulrich Beck: “La crisis financiera es el Chernóbil de los que creen solo
en los mercados” [The financial crisis is the Chernobyl of those who
believe only in markets]

zens, experts and politics? How do we imagine the future of the
Internet, its technical evolution, governance of the Internet and its
impact on politics and culture? ... These were some of the questions the speakers tried to answer in the course of two days.
A book with all the papers will be published.
THE PRESS SAID:

• Kulturklik, 20-12-12

“Congreso Internacional de Internet y el futuro de la demo-

International conference: Internet and the future
of democracy
Date: December 19 – 20, 2011

Venue: Basque Parliament, in Vitoria

Organized by: Globernance and the Basque Parliament

Directed by researcher Serge Champeau, the aim of the International Conference “Internet and the future of democracy”, opened by
the President of the Basque Parliament, Mrs. Arantza Quiroga, was
to explore the metamorphosis that the media are undergoing as a
result of the emergence of digital media, and to analyze the consequences of this transformation on the public sphere.
Should we talk about an extension or a fragmentation of the public
sphere? What is the nature of the new relationships between citi-
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cracia: La información de calidad, de pago”

[International Conference on Internet and the Future of Democracy: quality information against payment]

• El País, 19-12-11

“Expertos analizan los efectos de Internet en la política” [Experts analyze the effects of the Internet on politics]

• El País, 20-12-11

“La información digital de calidad, de pago” [Quality digital
information against payment]

• El Diario Vasco, 15-12-11

“Jornadas sobre Internet y el futuro de la democracia en Vito-

ria” [Conference on the Internet and the future of democracy
in Vitoria]

• Gara, 20-12-11
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“Internet como causa y medio de la revolución del

figures from the field of economics, culture, university

urnalism revolution]

dif-ferent perspectives. In the event held in San Sebas-

“VU de Vitoria: Internet et le future de la démocratie:”

project were presented and on the other side, a panel

periodismo” [Internet as cause and medium in the jo• AQUÍ!, 3-2-12

and politics, in order to reflect upon these subjects from
tián, on the one side, the conclusions of the “Dialogues”

Sur le web on ne vote pas on délibère”

discussion was organised to address the quality of

“Internet fait-il sa propre loi? Réponse avec Daniel

Javier Elzo and the philosopher Daniel Innerarity. The

• AQUÍ!, 5-2-12

democracy with the sociologists Joaquín Arango and

Innerarity et Serge Champeau”

participants reflected upon the democracy deficits, its

Susana del Río: “Internet tiene gran potencial para la

significance of public interest.

• El Diario Vasco, 19-12-11

functional legitimacy, the power division and the poor

democracia, pero no todo vale”

“Daniel Innerarity, Javier Elzo, Joaquín Arango reflexionan
sobre la calidad democrática”.

The Civic Constellation Seminar. History and
Politics of Citizenship
Date: March 9, 2012.

Venue: House of Peace and Human rights (San Sebastián).

Organized by: Globernance, The Civic Constellation Project
(FFI2011-23388) and The Finnish Centre in Political Thought
and Conceptual History.
San Sebastián’s workshop focused on presenting the history
and the politics of the citizenship. The subject was addressed
from theoretical, empirical, historic and methodological viewpo-

Dialogues for the quality of democracy
Date: January 17, 2012

Venue: House of Peace and Human rights (San Sebastián)

Organized by: Fundación Ernest Lluch and Globernance.

The project “Dialogues” aims at promoting dialogue as an
essence of pure democracy, of the non-belligerent human
drive. With this belief, throughout 2011 the Fundación Ernest Lluch has organised 10 dialogues among well-known

THE PRESS SAID:

• Noticias de Gipuzkoa, 16-01-2012.

“La Casa de la Paz acoge este martes una mesa
redonda sobre calidad democrática”.

ints. The session had as a guest Sia Spiliopoulou Akermark the
Director of the Peace Institute of the Aland Islands in Finland.
The expert in conflict resolution and self-government systems
gave a talk on the autonomic model of the Aland Islands which

• Ondavasca.com, 16-01-2012.

depends on Finland.

• Berria, 17-01-2012.

THE PRESS SAID:

Entrevisa a Daniel Innerarity en “Gipuzkoa Hoy”.
Daniel Innerarity: “Intuizioaren eta senaren aurkako
politika behar dugu, eta kontrakoan ari gara”.

• Noticias de Gipuzkoa, 18-01-2012.

• El Diario Vasco, 10-03-2012.

Sia Spiliopoulou: “Es muy pronto para que en Euskadi se
dé un proceso de reconciliación”.
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Training course on municipal governance and citizen participation for EUDEL

Training course on Introduction to citizen participation for the Provincial Council of Bizkaia

Venue: Eudel’s Head office (Association of Basque Municipal
Authorities), Bilbao.

Venue: Head office of the Provincial Council of Bizkaia (Bilbao).

Date: 22 march, 2012.

Organized by: Globernance.

Globernance gave a training course for municipal councillors and
mayors. The main objective was to analyse the concept of government and governance at the municipal level. Likewise, several proposals aiming at the development of citizen participation were put
forward. The course was framed by the training courses of EUDEL
(Association of Basque Municipal Authorities) in order to provide the
tools and the knowledge needed to develop a more efficient political
management able to adapt to the citizen’s needs.
THE PRESS SAID:

• Deia, 22-03-2012.

Mikel Cabello: “La participación no exime al gobernante de tomar decisiones”.

Date: 11 may, 2012.

Organized by: Globernance.

The Provincial Council of Bizkaia was the recipient of a course designed, coordinated and directed by Globernance on citizen participation. Both technicians and policy-makers attended the training course. They all elaborated on the concept of participation,
on the different existing formulas and on the technical proposals
aiming at boosting citizen participation in the institutional sphere
in a society less and less hierarchical and more and more required
to cooperate.

International Congress on the Politics of Memory: an ethic of the never again
Date: 18 may 2012.

Venue: Head office of EITB (Bilbao).

Organized by: Globernance and Basque Government.

The end of the terrorist violence in the Basque country brings
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about different issues related to the public building of memory, such as the acknowledgement of the victims and,
particularly, the rebuilding of coexistence from what we
could call “an ethic of the never again”. This conference
addressed these issues from an interdisciplinary perspective and taking into account similar experiences.
THE PRESS SAID:

Iñaki Hernaiz: “La reconciliación con olvido es un

The main objective of the Congress was to check the evolution of

mantenimiento de la impunidad”.

the Fundamental Rights from the perspectives of the private in-

Manuel Reyes Mate: “Si los ciudadanos no asumen

comparative law, dedicating special attention to the Suisse model.

• El Correo, 19-05-2012.

ternational law, the constitutional law, the European law and the

su culpa, nos exponemos a una paz frágil”.

With this aim, the major theme of the Congress was articulated

Isabel Piper: “Es un error pensar que la memoria

and protection mechanisms for fundamental rights against possible

International Congress on international
protection of fundamental rights: public
and private sphere

Training course on the removal of barriers
to the citizen participation for the Provincial
Council of Bizkaia

Venue: The graduate room of the Law faculty of the
UPV/EHU (University of the Basque Country) in San
Sebastián.

Venue: Head office of the Provincial Council of Bizkaia.

• Diario Vasco, 19-05-2012.

colectiva va a ser homogénea”.

around two axes: multiculturalism and fundamental rights, internet
infringements.

• Radio Euskadi, 17-05-2012
Entrevista a Isabel Piper.

• Cadena Ser, 17-05-2012.
Entrevista a Isabel Piper.

• ETB 2, 18-05-2012.

Entrevista a Iñaki Hernaiz.

• Radio Euskadi, 18-05-2012.

Entrevista a Manuel Reyes Mate.

• Radio Euskadi, 18-05-2012
Entrevista a Iñaki Hernaiz.

• Radio Euskadi, 18-05-2012

Entrevista a François Hartog.

• El País, 19-05-2012.

Date: 5 October 2012.

Organized by: UPV/EHU and Globernance.

In collaboration with: the University Jaume I of Castellón, the Instituto Suizo de Derecho comparado,
Agencia Vasca de Protección de datos, Kutxa, Grupo
IT-496-10 AND IT-448-07.

Date: 29 November 2012.

Organized by: Globernance.

In collaboration with: Proyelia.

A course on new technologies as a way to overcome the barriers related to the difficulties for the citizenship to participate
and influenced on the decision-making process was given to the
staff with management responsibilities of the Provincial Council.
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Presentation of the Manifesto for a Global Democracy

Organized by: Summer courses of the UPV/EHU and Globernance.

Venue: .San Telmo Museum, in San Sebastián

detect fraud, corruption and illegal activities. The speakers, apart

The “Manifesto for a Global democracy” is an initiative gathering a

nomy, also reflected upon what could be the most appropriate me-

Date: March 1, 2013.

of this course was to study and develop prevention policies and to

Organized by: Globernance and Manifesto for a Global Democracy.

from giving an overview of the current state of the European eco-

group of academicians and intellectuals from around the world who

chanisms to protect the financial interests of the European Union.

are in favour of a global order fairer, more peaceful, more democratic and more human. It is a pluralistic declaration that proclaims
heading towards new regional, international and world institutions,
capable of addressing the challenges of the XXIst century. The signatories call on all political leaders and on all citizens to build a
global democracy able to defend human kind’s common interests.

UPV/EHU summer course: Debate on the international protection of the European Union’s financial interests
Date: July 16, 2013.

Venue: Miramar Palace, in San Sebastián.

Organized by: Summer courses of the UPV/EHU and Globernance.
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Under the direction of Professor Juan José Álvarez, the general aim

The president of Kutxabank participated at the course.

International Conference: Europe after the euro
crisis: legitimacy, democracy and justice
Date: 2-3 september, 2013.

Venue: Bizkaia Aretoa UPV/EHU, in Bilbao.

Organized by: Globernance, Instituto Europeo de Políticas y
Bienes Públicos (CSIC), European University Institute and UPV/
EHU.
Partners: The Bilbao city council, the Provincial Council of Bizkaia, the Basque government, the Secretary of State of the European Union (the Foreign Ministry and Cooperation) and Kutxabank.

The crisis that the European Union is going through makes this Con-
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ference a unique forum of debate and dialogue. The democracy in the European Union, the legitimacy issues in the crisis
solving, the issue of the democratic deficit and the European
construction are one of the most relevant issues that have been
addressed by the most prestigious intellectuals around the
world gathered by Globernance in the Bizkaia Aretoa venue.
The President of the Basque country Iñigo Urkullu, the Secretary of State of the European Union Iñigo Méndez de Vigo y
Montojo, the Rector of the UPV/EHU, Iñaki Goirizelaia, the Regional Minister of Bizkaia Unai Rementeria, the Chief Executive
officer of Bilbao City council Andoni Aldekoa, the President of
Kutxabank Mario Fernández, and the Director of Globernance
Daniel Innerarity, inaugurated this Conference. A book will be
published with all the speeches of the Conference both in Spanish and English.

Academic conference IVAP: The ethical renovation of politics. New codes, practices
and experiences
Date: October 23, 2013.

Venue: Euskalduna Conference center, in Bilbao.

Russia. He also teaches at the Smolny College of the Saint-

Organized by: The Basque Institute of Public Administration and Globernance.

Peterburg State University. Author of numerous articles and

Cristina de la Cruz, Antonio Casado da Rocha, Isabel

II International Conference. International protection of the Fundamental Rights. Public and
private perspectives.

Daniel Innerarity, Txetxu Ausín, Rafael Jiménez Asensio,
Wences, Fernando Vallespín and Pedro Ibarra were the
speakers of this academic conference aimed at the technical and political staff of the Basque autonomous
community.
The Counsellor of Public Administration and Justice
(Basque Government) Josu Erkoreka inaugurated this
conference.

Lecture by Artemy Magun: Revolution
and melancholia.

books in political philosophy.

Date: 12-13 December, 2013.

Venue: Law Faculty of the UPV/EHU, in San Sebastián.
Organized by: UPV/EHU and Globernance.

Partners: Universitat Jaume I, Swiss Institute of Comparative Law, Basque government, Kutxabank, Ararteko, Basque
Agency of data protection, Caritas.
The objective of this Conference was to revise the evolution of

the Fundamental Rights from the point of view of the private

Date: October 30, 2013.

international law, the constitutional law, the European law and

Venue: Centro Carlos Santamaria, in San Sebastian.

the comparative law around the following subjects: multicultu-

Artemy Magun is Professor of Democratic Theory and

ralism and fundamental rights, social rights and internet, and

Chair of the Department of Political Science and So-

data protection. This II Conference is linked with the I Interna-

ciology at the European University at Saint-Petersburg,

tional Conference celebrated in October 2012.
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What do we do?

Globernance activities carried out in
collaboration with other entities

UPV/EHU summer course: EUROPE IN THE 21st
CENTURY: TO BE OR NOT TO BE

International Digital Citizenship conference: WEGOVERNMENT

Venue: UPV/EHU

Venue: Kursaal Congreso Centre

Date: July 21 – 23, 2010

Organized by: Eurobask in collaboration with Globernance
The researchers who developed the project “Governance of the
Global Information Society” were invited to participate in the summer course that took place in July 2010.
The group comprised the current director and the secretary of
Globernance, Daniel Innerarity and Juan Jose Alvarez, respectively, as well as researcher Miren Larrea, from the Area of Territory,

Date: April 14 – 15, 2011

Organized by: El Diario Vasco

The idea is to reflect upon on the impact of new technologies on
the emergence of a new relationship between the political class in
general, politicians in office in particular and citizens.
http://www.congresociudadaniadigital.com/edicion-2011/conferencias/

Innovation and Clusters in Orkestra (Basque Institute of Competitiveness) and Miren Estensoro, a research assistant in the same
department. Daniel Innerarity presented the paper “The Lisbon
Treaty in the light of the democratic transformation of global society” and he participated in the ensuing discussion. Juan Jose
Alvarez presented the main conclusions of the Summer Course.
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XIII Conference on the World Economy. Global
governance: cooperation and conflict in the global economic system
Date: May 25-26-27, 2011

Venue: University School of Business Studies of San Sebastián
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Organized by: UPV / EHU and HEGOA (Research Institute for Development and International Cooperation) in
collaboration with Globernance

philosophy, the European and Latin American academic

the old continent in the current context of the debt crisis

community and the general public, centered around the

and the ensuing political crisis of EU institutions.

The purpose was to discuss the problems of global gover-

other from the point of view of ethics, old and new Ibero-

nance in the context of the crisis and changes in the global
economic system.
http://xiiirem.ehu.es/es/programa-detallado/

Presentation of the Conference: XVII Week
of Ethics and Political Philosophy: we, and
the others.
Date: June 1-2-3, 2011

Venue: Faculty of Philosophy and Education (UPV/
EHU), in San Sebastian
Organized by: The Spanish Association of Ethics and
Political Philosophy in collaboration with Globernance.
The aim was to create a meeting point between academic

problems of contemporary democracy, the vision of the
American identities or the recent rise of applied ethics in
contexts of pluralism.

Lecture by Ulrich Beck: What kind of Europe do we want? The current crisis is not a
debt crisis. These debts are the expression and consequence of a political crisis

Workshop: Social pact for immigration in
Euskadi
Date: 16 February 2012.

Venue: Cultural centre of Aiete.

Organized by: The Basque government/Eusko Jaurlaritza (Employment and Social Affairs Department)
and Innobasque.

This workshop on Social pact for immigration aimed at

Date: December 1, 2011

addressing together with the Basque Society the key

Organized by: Ikerbasque in collaboration with Globernance

to the definition of the mechanisms needed to trans-

Venue: Guggenheim Museum, in Bilbao

Invited by Ikerbasque and accompanied by Daniel Innerarity, the renowned sociologist spoke about the future of

elements needed for the adhesion to a pact, in addition
form this pact into a useful tool, a proactive tool putting
forward follow-up mechanisms.
Along these lines, and in order to address the key ele-
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ments for the adhesion to the proposed Social Pact, a certain

Euskadi, Juan Maria Otaegui and the president of the Social and

number of questions were put forward: Do you think that this do-

Economic Council of Spain Marcos Peña among other guests. The

cument gathers the elements needed to reach a Pact for immigra-

meeting was attended by 17 councils: Andalucia, Aragón, Asturias,

tion in the Basque Society? What would you add or eliminate to

Islas Baleares, Canarias, Cantabria, Castilla-León, Cataluña, Ceuta,

adhere to it from your organization? How can this Pact promote

Extremadura, Galicia, Madrid, Murcia, La Rioja, País Vasco and the

transformation in our society and organizations?.

Social and Economic Council of Spain.

CCEESS 2012 Meeting. Civil society participation in economic and social politics: Validity and
future perspectives
Date: 19 April 2012.

Venue: Head office of the Social and Economic Council of the
Basque country (Bilbao).
Organized by: The Basque government/Eusko Jaurlaritza (Employment and Social Affairs Department) and Innobasque.
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Digital citizenship Congress. Learning to unlearn
Date: 8 and 9 May 2012.

Venue: Kursaal Conference Centre (San Sebastián).

Organized by: Diario Vasco.com, the Basque government.
Sponsored by: Globernance.

The International Congress on Digital Citizenship aims at becoming
an annual meeting-point for Internet and at developing the cybercitizenship concept. It is a place to bring about discussions, reflec-

Globernance participated in the annual meeting of the Social and

tions and to get to know new opportunities and benefit from them

Economic Councils of Spain that was held for the first time in

within the society-network, and thus thanks to the participation of

Euskadi. The opening of the meeting was attended by Gemma

well-known guests and international experts. From the design of

Zabaleta the former counsel-lor of Employment and Social affairs

a new educational model to the redefinition of the concept of par-

as well as by the president of the Social and Economic Council of

ticipative democracy, without forgetting TIC’s risk prevention, the
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rise of the social media, the new tools for business and
competitiveness, or the talent projection. Each edition of
this Congress aims at shading light on strategic issues for
the definition of the society of the future.
THE PRESS SAID:

• Más información en blogs y webs:

http://www.congresociudadaniadigital.com/es/medios/

In collaboration with: Globernance.
The EGAP’s mission is to train ethical people who exert

Public Policy as well as a Master’s degree in Strategic

In collaboration with: the Basque Parliament, Fundación Telefónica, the Provincial Council of Alava, the
Department of Education, Universities and Research
and the Head of External Relations of the General Secretariat of external action, the Basque government,
Kutxa Bank – Fundación Obra social de Caja Vital,
the General direction of Education and Culture of the
European commission, and Globernance.

Prospective. The course addresses the analysis and lear-

During this edition, the courses consisted of seven mo-

leadership within their communities in order to promote
economic, political, business and social development in
Mexico. The students who participated came from Monterrey (Mexican State and Mexico city) and they were
studying a Master’s degree in Public administration and

ning of the present-day methods related to cities develo-

Students visit of the Monterrey Institute of
Technology within the course “The Cities
of the Future: from strategic planning to
urban governance”
Date: 21 June 2012.

Venue: House of Peace and Human rights (San Sebastián).
Organized by: Deusto’s university, The Graduate School
of Public Administration and Public Policy (EGAP) from
the Monterrey Institute of Technology and the Bilbao
Metropoli-30 Association.

and Social Sciences and Communication Faculty of
the University of the Basque Country.

pment, in order to learn and discuss about the plans design and implementation, projects and programs related
to the metropolitan management.

nographic courses, all of them focused on environmental issues from different spheres and perspectives. The
aim was to contribute to those initiatives developed on
the occasion of the designation of Vitoria city as Green
capital 2012.

International Law Courses and International Relations Courses in Vitoria-Gasteiz
Date: from the 16 to the 19 July 2012.

Venue: The Faculty of Humanities (Vitoria-Gasteiz).

Organized by: The International Law department, International relationships and Law history. Law Faculty

Alain Touraine: Are there players capable
of opposing themselves to the consequences of the crisis in Europe?
Date: 2 October 2012.

Venue: Guggenheim Museum (Bilbao).
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Organized by: Zientzia Foroa (Ikerbasque, Jakiunde, Basque
government).

The aim of this Congress was to build a space for scientific discus-

Alain Touraine is one of the most influential sociologists and inte-

research applied to sports. This congress aimed also at publishing

llectual of our times. He is the author of several dozens of books
translated into numerous languages and, most particularly, he is
the creator of the concept “post-industrial society” which gives
name to one of his books published in 1969. Closely linked to the
prestigious Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, one
of its major interests in his career have been the social movements

sion, communication and exchange of experiences related to social
the latest publications on social research of sport phenomenon in
our country and offer to the scientific community new elements of
connection and reflection. For this purpose, the central theme was
structured around four thematic areas: Society and sport; management and sport; physical education, innovation and sport; leisure,
sport tourism and health.

from Latino America, Poland until May 68.
Invited by Ikerbasque and Globernance the prestigious sociologist
talked about the consequences of the crisis and about the fact
that the social players and the politicians have lost their decisionmaking capacity within the current economic evolution.

XIIth AEISAD Congress: “Social responsibility.
Ethics and sport”
Date: 25, 26 and 27 October 2012.

Venue: The Sport House (La casa del Deporte).

Organized by: AEISAD and the Provincial Council of Gipuzkoa.
In collaboration with: Globernance.
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Assessment criteria of the transfer to society of
the social, legal and human sciences
Date: January 10, 2013.

Venue: Centro Carlos Santamaría.

Organized by: Centro Carlos Santamaría (UPV/EHU).
In collaboration with: Globernance.

As a result of this conference, it became evident that there was a
real possibility of using assessment criteria of the transfer to the
society of the knowledge developed in an academic framework.
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VIII Symposium ‘The legal reason: the predictability of outcomes. Philosophical and
legal aspects
Date: 11-12 April, 2013.

Venue: Human and Social Sciences Centre of the CSIC.
Organized by: Grupo de Estudios Lógico-Jurídicos (JuriLog)
Associated unit of Applied Ethics of the University of Salamanca - IFS/CSIC.
In collaboration with: Globernance.

As human beings are goal targeted creatures, all their behaviours seem to be calibrated with this target parameter
(even in those cases when it is an intrinsic goal). In this
framework “how can we consider the conducts carried out
with or without caution? This has been the main subject of
the symposium: the caution, diligence and care. Therefore
we have a mixture of both legal ethics: the one of convic-

Congreso Sociedad Española Leibniz
“Get to know, discuss and transform”

250 anniversary of the Plan of a Society
for Gipuzkoa

Venue: Faculty of Philosophy of the UPV/EHU and the
Telmo Museum.

Venue: The Insausti Palace in Azkoitia.

Date: 17-21 June, 2013.

Organized by: Sociedad Española Leibniz for Baroque
Studies.
In collaboration with: Globernance.

Date: October 22, 2013.

Organized by: Real Sociedad Bascongada de Amigos del País, General Boards of Gipuzkoa and Globernance.
En 1763 the Count of Peñaflorida presented to the

In this international conference we addressed Leibniz’s

General Meetings a Plan for an Economic Society for

special condition and todays challenges, and the four

Gipuzkoa. To commemorate the 250 anniversary an

compatible modes (composibles) of addressing human

event was held in the Insausti Palace of Azkoitia on the

action: get to know, discuss, invent and transform. We

22nd of October organized by the General Boards of

also presented the latest works of the publishers of the

Gipuzkoa. Daniel Innerarity, Juan José Álvarez and Ig-

volumes of the project Leibniz en Español.

nacio Zubiri participated in a round table with the idea
of comparing the economic, philosophic and legal situation of 1763 with nowadays situation.

tion and the one of responsibility, that –despite the tension
that arises among them – they end converging.
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What do we do?
Projects
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Diagnostic report for the promotion of the citizen participation in the Provincial Council of Bizkaia.

the fact that there are in front of mature citizens aware of their right
to participate in the political decision-making process and, in any
case, of their right to demand accountability to their democratica-

Date: Drafted throughout 2012 and presented in October.

lly elected representatives.

We are in a situation where the political power is subordinated to

This has been the starting point of this diagnostic report which has

the financial power that has the advantage to adapt itself rapidly

helped us to define for the Provincial Council a governance model

to these transformations, accelerating them and leaving the re-

for citizen’s participation. This model takes specific form in each

gulation instruments working with an unbeatable slowness. For

decision-making process heading towards an increasing scale of

this reason, politics are forced to undergo transformations and

opening and participation alongside the public policies definition

be more intelligent. And one of those transformations is closely

time cycle. Transparency, proactive information, deliberative pro-

related to the willingness of the citizens to participate in politics.

cesses, mechanisms to reach agreements and consensus which

Politics are pressed by citizens more and more demanding, re-

give a greater democratic legitimacy, the consultative or non-con-

quiring transparency, and information and, on many occasions,

sultative character of the process, etc….are some of the aspects

demanding a greater intervention in the decision-making process.

to be considered when designing a participation process oriented

Those who have political responsibilities must never lose sight of

towards decision-making.
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Decalogue for the political renovation.

city councils enabling the implementation of a pilot as-

A document has been drafted in order to describe in de-

sessment system of references of public ethic in 15 mu-

tail the feasibility of the international representation of the

A study has been carried out in order to analyse the key is-

nicipalities. This assessment system is the authorised

federated Basque sport in accordance with the current le-

sues to understand the need and the way to include trans-

adaptation to the reality of the local Basque city councils

gal system. In the first place the document addresses the

parency in the wider concept of governance. A study, where

of the tools that have been provided by the Council of

issue of the international representation of Basque sport

apart from going deeper into the advantages of such integra-

Europe, most particularly the European Score Card for

through its own sport federations. In the second place,

tion, we point at the limits of the strategies related to transpa-

Public Ethics at Local Level.

the issue of conformity with the current legal system was

rency, as well as to its possible unwanted effects.

The adaptation and implementation process was ca-

addressed.

As a result of this study, we have designed a reflections De-

rried out in close collaboration with the technicians of

calogue around the following subjects: Understanding the

EUDEL and the Centre of Expertise for Local Govern-

political crisis 2.The society of observation, 3.The impor-

ment Reform of the Council of Europe. Throughout this

tance of being controlled, 4.The need of not being contro-

process, Globernance has been organising briefings

lled, 5.Transparency or publicity?, 6. The staged proximity,

and training courses in each one of the city councils

7.Against the political immediacy, 8.Against digital piracy, 9.

participating and has organised together with EUDEL

The value of mediations, 10.Power for people?

several joint seminars with all those having political as
well as technical responsibilities (mainly majors).

Basque Score Card.
This project has been designed by Globernance for EUDEL
(Association of Basque Municipalities).

Basque sport federations: legal feasibility.

Globernance and EUDEL have signed a collaboration agree-

This project was designed by Globernance for the Di-

ment aiming at improving the local public ethic in the Basque

rectorate of Youth and Sport of the Basque government.

Collaboration with the KONTUZ! Project:
The limits of the precautionary principle in the contemporaneous ethical and
legal practice (MINECO FFI2011-24414).
The KONTUZ Project gathers a plural and multidisciplinary
team using an analytical standard in research, underlining
linguistic, argumentative and logical study about the precautionary principle and gathering the empirical studies
about the cognitive biases in the implementation of such
a principle.
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Further information
Summary 2010-2011-2012-2013
1. Agreements
One of the pillars of Globernance activity is to open channels of collaboration through agreements with various agencies and institutions.
The aim is greater opening with a view to drawing upon the knowledge
of others for the on-going benefit of all.
Since the establishment of Globernance, part of our work has been aimed at making our institute well-known and to expanding our network
of collaborators.
Since its birth, Globernance has signed agreements with:
• The University of the Basque Country (UPV-EHU) and The City
Council of Donostia-San Sebastián
• Ikerbasque
• The San Telmo Museum
• The Carlos Santamaría Centre (UPV/EHU)
• Euskaltel
• The Ernest Lluch Foundation
• Digital Vasca (Annual Digital Citizenship conference)
• The Bosch i Gimpera-GISME Foundation
• Editorial Paidós
• Kontuz! Project (Los límites del principio de precaución en la praxis
ético-jurídica contemporánea - MINECOFFI2011-24414)

2. Globernance Publications

One of the most visible lines of Globernance activity is its work in
the realm of publications. Most of the research work, reflections and
papers presented in different forums are put together in different pu-
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blications for further dissemination in different languages.
• “La humanidad amenazada: gobernar los riesgos
globales” [Humanity is threatened: governing global

risks]. 2011. This work, edited by Daniel Innerarity and Javier
Solana, contains the sixteen papers presented at the seminar.

French version “Risques globaux et gouvernance mondiale”
Presses Universitaires. Bordeaux, 2013 (English version currently being prepared).
• “La democracia del conocimiento. Por una sociedad

inteligente” [The democracy of knowledge. For an

intelligent society ]. 2011. The author of this work, Da-

niel Innerarity, develops the thesis that knowledge and
what surrounds it are areas where not only economic
prosperity is decided but is, fundamentally, what constitutes the very essence of democratic quality.
• “Internet y el futuro de la democracia” [Internet and
the future of democracy]. 2012.

		 Publishers: Serge Champeau and Daniel Innerarity.

		 The articles of this volume aim at analysing the debates
arising from the four major problems about the relationships between internet and democracy. The first problem
addressed is the one of measuring, with the perspective
we have, the effects of the use of Web 2.0 on the democratic political practices. The second problem is the one
of the limits between the private and public sphere in the
digital era. The third problem has been given by the recent
events, which has brought the crisis of the written press
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and the traditional media to the forefront. The fourth problem deals with the future of the
internet.
• “Un mundo de todos y de nadie”. 2013.
		 This book, written by Daniel Innerarity, is not only about citizens’ responsibility relating
to the world in which they are living, but also about economic globalization and its consequences. It is a highly relevant topic written from an ethical point of view. .
• “Nº10 of the serie “Revista Internacional de Estudios Vascos. Cuadernos. Política de la memoria: una ética del nunca más”. 2013.

		 The end of the violence in the Basque country brings about several problems related
to the public construction of memory, the acknowledgement of the victims and, more
particularly, the construction of coexistence from what we could call “an ethic of the
never again”. This book gathers the interventions of a conference in which those issues
where covered from an interdisciplinary perspective and taking into account similar
experiences.

• “La democracia del conocimiento. Por una sociedad inteligente” [The

democracy of knowledge. In favour of an intelligent society] by Cris-

tina Garmendia, Minister of Science and Technology of the Government of
Spain. At the Botanical Gardens, Madrid on November 14, 2011.

• “La democracia del conocimiento. Por una sociedad inteligente” [The

democracy of knowledge. In favour of an intelligent society], Daniel
Innerarity. In the auditorium of the Alhóndiga on the occasion of the “Gutun Zu-

ria: V Festival de las Letras” held in Bilbao. With the journalist Iñaki Gabilondo,
the scientist Pedro Miguel Etxenike and the Philosopher Jose Antonio Marina.
18 april 2012.
• “El derecho a la identidad cultural en Europa del siglo XXI” [The right

to a cultural identity in the Europe of the XXIst century], María Elóse-

gui. In the San Telmo Museum with the researcher Juan José Alvarez and
the social educator Eduardo Elosegui. 23 october 2012.

3. Presentation of books
• “Filopolítica: filosofía para la política” [Philopolitics: philosophy for politics],
Antoni Gutiérrez- Rubí. At the House of Peace and Human Rights, in San Sebastian.
February 15, 2011.
• “Sidereus Nuncius” by GALILEO, edited by MUNCYT (National Museum of Science
and Technology). At the San Telmo Museum, San Sebastian. June 22, 2011.

• “La humanidad amenazada: gobernar los riesgos globales” [Humanity is threatened: governing global risks] with Javier Solana and Daniel Innerarity. ESADE headquarters in Madrid, June 30, 2011 and at the headquarters of ESADE in Barcelona
on July 7.
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Photo
archive

1 Roger Fouquet (Ikerbasque) during the seminar
on International Governance of Climate Change and Energy

2 Antxon Olabe, Mariano Marzo, Xabier Lavan-

dería and Gonzalo Molina during the Seminar
on Climate Change and Energy.

3 Researcher Ignacio Aymerich.
4 Juan José Álvarez, Ulrich Beck, Elisabeth

1

Beck-Gernsheim and Daniel Innerarity.

2

3

5 Montserrat Guibernau, Daniel Weinstock, Juan
José Álvarez and Javier de Lucas in the (UPV/
EHU) Summer Course about Migration policies
in Europe

6 View of the public that attended the (UPV/EHU)
Summer Course about Migration Policies.

7 Jean François Akandji-Kombé during his intervention at the conference on Human Rights.

8 Anthony Dworkin and Jesús García, during
their lecture on Human Rights.

4

5

7

8

6

9 Image of the conference on Human Rights with
Asier Vallejo, Jokin Alberdi, Juan Soroeta and
Wilson de los Reyes.1
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10 Elena Pulcini at the workshop “Governing the
Global Risks”.

11 Edgar Grande during his speech at the seminar
“Governing the Global Risks”.

12 Jean-Michel Belorgey during the conference on
Human Rights.

13 Ulrich Beck and Elisabeth Beck-Gernsheim at

the Carlos Santamaría Centre, San Sebastián,
during their lecture.

14 Image of the conference room during the se10

11

minar on International Governance of Climate
Change and Energy

12

15 Researcher Serge Champeau during the seminar on “Governing the Global Risks”.

16 Asier Vallejo, Chris Arterton and Andoni Aldekoa
at the seminar about Political Governance.

17 Joan Fuster in the presentation of the Project,
“Dialogues”, of the Ernest Lluch Foundation.

18 People attending the conference on political
management.

13

16

14

17

15

.

18
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19 Joaquin Arango, Javier Elzo and Daniel Innerarity talking about the quality of democracy

20 Polonca Koncar during the conference on Human Rights.

21 Michel Wieviorka, Francisco Longo and

Christophe Bouton during the seminar “Governing the Global Risks.”

22 Mikel Martinez, Daniel Innerarity, Arantza Qui-

roga, Blanca Roncal and Montserrat Auzmendi
at the opening of the International Conference
on “Internet and the Future of Democracy.”

23 Xabier Aierdi, Daniel Innerarity and Juana
Goizueta during the Summer Course (UPV /
EHU) about European migration policies.

19

20

21

24 Ignacio Samper and Bernie Maguire at the se-

minar on Communication and Participation in
the New European Governance.

25 Bernard Poulet, Xavier Vidal Folch and Luc Vigneault during the conference on the Internet.

26 Susanne Gratius was one of the researchers
who participated in the conference on Human
Rights.

22

24

38

23

25

26
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27 Bernard Poulet, Milad Doueihi, Lourdes Perez,
Victor Sampedro, Xavier Vidal Folch and Iñigo
Kortabitarte during the round table on the metamorphosis of the public sphere.

28 John Deigh, Paul Mathias and Ignacio Aymerich
during the conference on the internet.

29 Arantxa Zugasti and Jaume Duch Guillot at the

seminar on Communication and Participation in
the New European Governance.

30 Ruth Rubio, Iñigo Lamarca and Carmen Innera28

27

rity during the Summer Course (UPV / EHU) on
immigration.

31 Bernard Poulet, Xavier Vidal Folch and Luc Vigneault during the conference on the Internet.

32 Eva Peña and Encarna Hernandez while parti-

cipating in the seminar on Communication and
Participation.

33 The other office of the Institute for Democratic

Governance, Carlos Santamaría Centre of San
Sebastian.

34 Susana del Río and Javier Solana greet each
29

32

30

33

other before the seminar “Governing the Global
Risks”.

31

34

39
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35 Daniel Innerarity during the awards ceremony of
the “Premios Euskadi 2012”.

36 Joan Fuster, Juan José Alvarez, Joaquín Arango,

Javier Elzo and Daniel Innerarity talking about the
quality of democracy.

37 Isabel Piper, Daniel Innerarity, Juan José Alvarez

attending the Congress on “The memory of politics: an ethic of the never again”.

38 Alain Tourraine in the Guggenheim Museum of
Bilbao during his conference.

39 Politicians and politics in the Provincial council of
Bilbao during a session of the Diagnostic report
for the promotion of the citizenship participation.

35

36

37

40 Presentation of the book of María Elósegui in the
San Telmo Museum.

41 Students of the Monterrey Institute of Technology
in Aiete.

42 Mikel Cabello, Manuel Reyes Mate, Alexander
Etkin attending the Congress on the Politics of
Memory.

43 Photo of the Guggenheim Museum auditorium
during the conference of Alain Touraine.

38

39

40

41

44 Arantza Quiroga, Iñaki Goirizelaia and Juan José
Alvarez during the presentation of the International Law Courses.

45 Marcos Peña, Gemma Zabaleta, Juan Mari Otaegui and Juan José Alvarez during the presentation of the CCEESS Meeting.

42

40

43

44

45
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46 Daniel Innerarity, Katerina Yiannibas, Nerea Ma-

gallón and Juan José Álvarez during the Summer
Course UPV/EHU in San Sebastian.

47 Daniel Innerarity and Carlos Closa at the entrance
of the Conference venue in Bilbao.

48 Emilio Lamo de Espinosa, Fernando Adolfo Igle-

sias, Daniel Innerarity, Nerea Magallón and Gurutz Jauregi at the Global Democracy Manifesto
presentation.

49 Serge Champeau and Patricia Vieira during the
Conference “Europe after the euro crisis”.

46

47

48

50 View of the public that attended the Conference
“Europe after the euro crisis”.

51 Jan Zielonka, Antje Wiener and Txetxu Ausín

during their lecture on crisis and democracy in
Europe.

52 Ignacio Aymerich, Philippe Schmitter, Christian
Joerges and Erik O. Eriksen greet each other.

53 José Luis de la Cuesta, José Martín y Pérez de
49

50

51

52

Nanclares, Mario Fernandez, Juan José Álvarez
and Daniel Innerarity at the summer course presentation.

54 Political and technical agents talking about the
Basque Score Card project at EUDEL office.

55 Ana Rosa González, Juana Goizueta, Francisco

Javier Zamora, José Luis Iriarte and Victoria Camarero presenting the second Conference about
international protection of fundamental rights.

53

54

55
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